Discrimination of case-control status based on gene expression differences has potential to identify novel pathways relevant to neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson's disease (PD). In this paper we applied two different novel algorithms to predict dysregulated pathways of gene expression across several different regions of the brain in PD and controls. The Fisher's ratio sampler uses the Fisher's ratio of the most discriminatory genes as prior probability distribution to sample the genetic networks and their likelihood (accuracy) was established via Leave-One-Out-Cross Validation (LOOCV). The holdout sampler finds the minimum-scale signatures corresponding to different random holdouts, establishing their likelihood using the validation dataset in each holdout. Phenotype prediction problems have by genesis a very high underdetermined character. We used both approaches to sample different lists of genes that optimally discriminate PD from controls and subsequently used gene ontology to identify pathways affected by disease. Both algorithms identified common pathways of Insulin signaling, FOXA1 Transcription Factor Network, HIF-1 Signaling, p53
Introduction
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a common, age-related neurodegenerative disorder where lifetime risk of disease is determined by a mixture of genetic and non-genetic factors. Based on these nominated risk factors, several biological pathways have been suggested to be involved in the etiology of PD, including mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the relationship between underlying risk factors and disease progression remains unclear. Both microarrays and associated bioinformatics analyses have been used previously to attempt to understand the genetic background in PD [6] [7] [8] . However, the robustness of the bioinformatics
methods that are used to analyze the gene dysregulation in PD remains uncertain, due to the inherently high underdetermined character of the phenotype prediction problems involved [9, 10] . This problem not only affects the study of Parkinson's disease molecular mechanisms, but it is general, given the dramatic existing imbalance between the number of samples and the number of possible control variables (deregulated genes).
The analysis of biological pathways in different phenotypes via the analysis of genetic data is a complex problem due to the absence of a mathematically defined conceptual model to relate different genes to the phenotype. One solution to this problem is to construct a classifier, to discriminate genetic signatures between of classes in which the phenotype is divided, i.e., cases and controls, finding the set of discriminatory genes that separate both classes in an optimum way. However, as it has been previously outlined, phenotype prediction inherently has a high degree of under-determinacy, since the number of monitored genes is usually much greater than the number of samples used. In practice, it is important to rank genes according to their discriminatory power to predict phenotype, and to sample highly predictive networks expected to be involved in genetic pathways that explain the disease.
Mathematically, such networks belong to the uncertainty space of the corresponding classifier used to discriminate the phenotype. The mathematical structure of the uncertainty space for linear and nonlinear inverse problems has been discussed previously [11, 12] . For a given classifier the smallest-scale signature is the one that has the least number of discriminatory genes with the highest predictive accuracy. However, due to noise in the genetic data and class assignment, some of these highly discriminatory signatures might be incorrectly assigned [9, 10, 13] and not directly involved in relevant genetic pathways. Prior research suggested that the effect of noise in parameter identification problems (and classification problems are) is crucial [14, 15] and should be integrated in the appraisal of the solutions that are found, further implying that the discriminatory power of the most important genes related to the phenotype should be appraised using sampling methodologies.
Bayesian networks can be used to discover relations between genes via a directed acyclic graph (see for instance [16, 17] ), nevertheless this method is computationally expensive and do not take fully into account the uncertainty of the corresponding phenotype prediction problem [18] ). Here, we compare two different novel algorithms to identify pathways in phenotype prediction problems showing its application to PD [18, 19] . Mathematically, the Holdout sampler is also related to the data kit inversion procedure [20] .
The structure of the paper is as follows: first we present the materials and methods, with special emphasis to the sampling methods that are used in this paper, and finally we present the main results and their discussion. Both sampling algorithms identified common defective (or deregulated) pathways in PD compared to healthy controls, including Insulin signaling, FOXA1
Transcription Factor, HIF-1 Signaling, p53 Signaling and Chromatin Regulation / Acetylation. We expect that the results provided by this analysis serve to find novel therapeutic targets and repositioning some existing drugs in order to reestablish homeostasis (see for instance [21] ).
Materials and Methods
The paper is based in a retrospective analysis of a gene expression data deposited in the GEO expression omnibus using the accession number GSE28894. shown in Figure 1 [18] . The algorithm is as follows:
Finding the set of genes with the highest Fisher's ratio within the set of genes with the highest fold change. For that purpose, we first found the genes that are differentially expressed in both tails (over and under-expressed) and ranking these genes by their Random sampling of high discriminatory equivalent networks. The random sampler is able to find other networks of highly discriminatory genes, using a prior sampling probability of any individual gene proportional to its Fisher's ratio. Once a network is randomly built according to the Fisher's probability distribution, its LOOCV predictive accuracy is established. This sampling follows the Bayes rule with a prior probability that depends on the Fisher's ratio of the genes that have been selected and using a likelihood probability function that depends on the LOOCV predictive accuracy of this network.
Finally, considering the most discriminatory networks that have been sampled, which are those that explain the PD phenotype with a predictive accuracy higher than a minimum accuracy that it is given (typically higher than 85%), we establish the posterior sampling frequencies of the main prognostic genes involved in these networks. The biological pathways are established using Gene Analytics [24] using the set of genes with the highest sampling frequencies. The The workflow corresponding to the holdout sampler is shown in Figure 2 [19] . The holdout sampler determines for each holdout the small-scale genetic signature in the training dataset (75% of the total data) and its predictive accuracy is established using the Table 1 ).
We next compared two algorithms for gene prioritization in order to establish the altered genetic pathways. Table 2 shows the list of most frequently sampled genes by the Fisher's ratio sampler while Table   3 shows the list of most frequently sampled genes by the holdout sampler. The holdout sampler provides more genes with higher sampling frequencies than the FR sampler. It can be observed that most of the genes with sampling frequency higher than 1% in the FR list also belong to the holdout list. Table 3 shows the pathway analysis established using the list of genes with sampling frequency higher than 0.2 in both cases (Fisher's ratio and Holdout samplers). Tables 5 and 6 provide the pathways with the corresponding scores given in Table 4 for Hence, SBDS is critical for normal erythropoiesis [27] .
Nevertheless, the role of the SBDS protein in RNA processing is not completely clear yet. In this analysis, this gene is under expressed in PD and it has never been associated to this disease. This hypothesis of biological pathways invariance has been recently outlined in [37] concerning the analysis of the molecular mechanisms involved in the metastasis in triple negative breast cancer, and implies that the defective pathways should be independent of the sampling methods that are used to perform this analysis.
RPS4Y1 (Ribosomal Protein
We believe that the pathways identified in this retrospective analysis have been previously outlined by other research studies. We believe that might be the target for therapeutics and deserve future clinical validation. The incremental knowledge needed to solve complex neurodegenerative diseases such as PD, needs of the investigation of robust bioinformatic methods, such as those presented in this paper, to link the disease to its possible causes. In that sense, the non-free lunch theorem [38] also applies to bioinformatics, that is, no algorithm is superior to others when applied to a wide range of problems. In the present case, this sentence means that we should avoid the use of black box methodologies without a clear understanding of the biological basis of the phenotype problem that needs to be solved. Therefore, the solution does not simply consist in comparing the accuracy of the different algorithms, but establishing multidisciplinary teams able to tackle different aspects of these complex problems.
Our expectation is that by publishing this paper in an Open-Access journal will serve to boost the research of this important neurodegenerative disorder.
